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Classy. Modern. Stunning. Three simple words to describe the Via collection. The
complexity of the cylindrical designs gives Via an air of elegance. But alongside that
elegance is a comfort that makes the Via chairs the ideal chairs for both
independent or collaborative work. And Via provides comfort for both children and
adults.
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Architex Nest

Via features a 360° swivel base making collaboration easy. The swivel
enables the user to turn away from whatever distraction, ensuring
complete focus. Via’s sloped arm allows sitting comfortably and work
independently without distractions. With the sloped arm available on
either the left or right, a set of Vias together can provide a quiet
environment for two people to work together.

Design



All of the foam components are environmentally friendly and California TB117 compliant

India Tape is utilized in the seams to ensure Via is kept bed bug proof

Via’s frame is constructed of solid Canadian hardwood with plywood components

All joins in the wood are glued and stapled to double the strength

Noise-canceling fabric is used to cover the back springs, to prevent unwanted squeaks and damage to the foam

Performance



Architex Whitehal

Via Collection
Designed by Francisco Silva

Growing up in the Azores Islands, Francisco moved to Canada in 1976. 

After moving to Canada, Francisco spent 16 years working for other
companies, before starting a soft seating manufacturing company, Azores
Furniture. Every original design was carefully crafted and developed by him.
Although more designers have been introduced to the team, Francisco's
craftsmanship-like skill continues to play a large part in improving and
introducing designs. 

Francisco has the eye to take a simple intangible image and turn it into a
tangible reality. And not only that but every detail of the design is also
considered to ensure every product has the maximum quality and cleanability.

Even after the ownership change to Flexxform Designs, Francisco is still a vital
part of the Flexxform team, coaching, improving, and designing! 
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Via
Left/Right Left/Right

Width
Depth
Height (Overall)
Seat Height

31"
27"
33"
18"

Width
Depth
Height (Overall)
Seat Height

26"
22.5"
29"
14"
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